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(in Europe and the United States, electric bicycle in the commute, climbing, travel and other areas of the application is very common.
Image source: tour-de-mongolia.com) spring to summer, but also to the travel season, riding friends Wu brother managed to put
together 7 days of annual leave, to go to Guilin by bike. As a starter riding enthusiasts, he was in the choice of transport some worry:
in the end is to choose a mountain bike, or a friend to recommend the electric booster car? Although there are electric power more
easily. However, in the end, considering to the recent clamor of the motorcycle power rationing policies, and doubts about the electric
bicycle travel is not realistic, brother Wu decided to riding a bike to go to. Wu brother that represent a considerable number of riders
views. So, electric bicycle to travel really do not fly it? first of all, we have to give the electric bicycle under the definition of power.
Speak here of the electric power assisted bicycle English name Pedelec is to lithium battery can as auxiliary energy, with a bicycle
pedal function, human riding or electric boosting riding, cruising speed is usually below 25 km. Don't to pedal type electric bicycle Ebike, electric power assisted bicycle no electricity can step on the move, pedal electric bike if no electricity had to dry stare wait for
rescue. electric bicycle in the end is not in the restricted range? strictly speaking, the shape is full of sports wind power bicycle is not
in Shenzhen, Guangzhou and other cities within the limits of. At the cusp of is actually those speed reached three or four ten
kilometers, don't observe the traffic rules, there is usually no foot riding electric bicycles, also known as "Little Donkey". Insiders said,
Shenzhen ban is an electric motorcycle, the state should be in accordance with the management of motor vehicles to manage electric
vehicles, it does not belong to the category of electric power". But in our country for the management of electric bicycles at present is
the lack of a strong national standards, only a comprehensive national standards in 2009 after the introduction, has been put on hold
indefinitely, the new standard is said to be revision this year, not to also don't know... so it seems, Wu brother in fact, do not have to
worry about riding electric power car Shangjie was confiscated by the traffic police. So again to go back to riding a bicycle to travel
this thing itself, in the end do not fly? I also consulted a number of professionals, the conclusion is that, as long as the road can be
charged, riding electric bicycle travel is no problem. Please look down. (CUBE library platinum electric power assisted bicycle
HYBRID TOURING 400. Image source: CUBE official website) electric bicycle travel 6 benefits spend the same strength, can go
farther away, see more scenery. The no longer afraid of wind and uphill. no longer have to worry about because of physical
constraints can not catch up with peers. > 4
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